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Abstract:

Change Coupling (CC) is the implicit relation formed between two or more changing software artifacts (e.g.
source code). These artifacts are found to have design issues and code smells. Existing research has revealed
the relationship between the change coupled relation of a class with the number of bugs in bug repositories.
However, this ignored their true relation at the creation time of bugs or erroneous changes known as FixInducing Changes (FIC). This paper tries to find the actual relationship between FIC and change coupled
relations with respect to considering recent and all commits. This is done by traversing the entire history of
a repository with a commit window of 100 commits and collecting data about FICs and metrics related to
change coupling and object oriented system. It is found from the analysis that recent CC relations at the time
of error are more correlated with new errors. Besides, it is found that explanatory power for predicting future
erroneous change is more in recent CC relation than the one formed by considering all commits starting from
the 1st commit.

1

INTRODUCTION

Software artifacts form change coupled relation by
frequently changing together. Continuous changes
in software artifacts indicate that previous changes
were not enough to make the software work correctly. This may be the result of design issues or
erroneous code changes. Changes, where any erroneous code is introduced in the software, are known
as Fix-Inducing Changes (FIC). These changes create
adverse effect and produces unexpected results (Sliwerski et al., 2005) (Antoniol et al., 2005). In order to
analyze these erroneous changes, various works focused on different properties of change like affected
files, time of day, developer experience and others that
would induce the bugs (Levin and Yehudai, 2017),
(Kim et al., 2008), (Menzies et al., 2007), (Fukushima
et al., 2014). However, the change coupled relation of
artifacts like files or classes (in Java) with the number
of erroneous changes is yet to be investigated.
CC relations depend on the number of changes
considered in the commit history of a software system. This relation when considered with all commits
from the origin or 1st commit and that of a small
number of commits recent to FIC or an erroneous
change will differ. Besides, considering the same
object-oriented and change coupled metrics for bugs

like (D’Ambros et al., 2009), originated at a different period, may provide wrong information. So, it is
important to investigate the real relationship between
change coupling and erroneous changes with those
metrics recent to FICs.
Different researches have been conducted in both
change coupling and software bugs. In case of change
coupling, works like predicting change (Zimmermann
et al., 2005), suggesting overlooked change and that
of identifying design issues or code smells are seen
(Palomba et al., 2013). However, all of these ignore the fact that the frequently changing relation may
have a role in producing bugs or erroneous changes.
This fact is later on explored (D’Ambros et al., 2009).
They have investigated this relationship by considering the software bugs with their proposed change
coupled metrics (like Linearly Weighted Sum of Coupling or LWSOC, Sum of Coupling or SOC). This
considers the same object oriented and change coupling metrics for all bugs but certainly does not represent at the time of creation of bugs or errors known as
FICs.
For conducting this work, firstly, Fixing Changes
(FCs) in the repository are obtained by searching
commit comment history using keywords and number indicating bug id. From fixing changes, edited
and deleted lines are detected by comparing a fixing
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change with its parent change. Since any change is
stored in the repository as commit, so fixing commit
contains the corrected change from erroneous one by
changing or deleting erroneous lines of codes. Then
those edited or deleted lines are tracked to their last
modification to find FICs. Then considering a commit window of 100 commits the entire history of the
repository is traversed. The number of FICs of a
class and change coupled metrics (like LWSOC and
SOC) proposed by (D’Ambros et al., 2009) and other
object-oriented metrics (like number of attributes) are
collected for finding their relationship.
The main contribution of this paper is to propose
considering the relationship between FICs and change
coupling. Besides, it investigated whether recent CC
relations or total CC relations influences more in producing bugs. For this correlation analysis is performed and obtained result shows recent relation is
correlated more with recent errors. After that from
regression analysis to predict number of FICs within
the short window of 100 commits, it is seen from the
obtained R2 , the percentage of the response variable
variation that is explained by a linear model, is more
for recent CC relations.

2

METHODOLOGY

To analyze change coupled relations, historical information is collected from the Version Control System (VCS) git. All software changes in documents
or source code are stored in VCS as commits, which
contain information about a changed file, author, time
and comment for why the change is made. Among
those changes, Fixing Change (FC) correct errors
and bugs. Then changed and deleted lines in those
FCs lead to identifying the commit changes that introduced errors in the system, also known as FixInducing Change (FIC). After that, the temporal analysis is performed to obtain the change coupled relations. All of these are elaborated in the following subsections.

2.1

traits is marked as FC commit without linking those
to bug repository. This is because linking with bug
repository has a problem when bug ids are not found
in commit messages. So it might not fairly represent
all bugs (Bird et al., 2009). In these FCs, codes are
either modified or deleted to correct errors. The line
number of these modified or deleted codes in the immediate parent commit of FC contains the erroneous
code. Therefore, by using Diffj (Diffj, 2018), the differences in file contents of an FC commit and its immediate parent commit, erroneous codes and their line
numbers are found. Since Diffj compares Java files
based on their code and ignores formatting, organization, comments, or whitespace, it removes the possibility of finding false FICs (Kim et al., 2006). By

Identifying Fix-Inducing Changes
(FIC)

The entire process of finding FIC, also known as Bug
Introducing Change (BIC), is shown in Figure 1. To
find FIC, at first, all commit comments are searched
for FCs. FC commits contain comments with keywords “Fix”, “Bug”, “Patch” or their past and gerund
form or those keywords with bug identification number represented as a number following hash-tags like
“#1234”. Any commit containing any one of those

Figure 1: Identifying Fix-Inducing Changes.

tracking the origin of those lines containing erroneous
code in the parent commit of FCs to their last modification by using the Git blame command 1 (Fabók,
2012), FICs are found.

2.2 Analyzing Relationship
The change coupled relation is analyzed by considering a commit window rather than a time frame of
month and year. This is because some software repositories might not have any commit in a month or year.
Also, the first 20 commits of the repository are ignored from analyzing FICs due to the assumption
that those are initial setups. So, analysis consists of
commit window having commits between [20..120),
[120..220) and so on. Figure 2 shows the entire process.
For analyzing change coupled relationship, firstly
all java classes in the repository from 1st to the last
commit are listed. Then, all obtained FICs are sorted
according to the timeline. After that, the version history is traversed along with a commit window of 100
1 git

-c core.abbrev=40 blame -L(line number),+1
(FC ParentHash)ˆ– (filename)
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Table 1: Repository Detail.

Repository Total
Name
Commits
Google
4798
Guava
(Doe,
2009)

Figure 2: Analysis process of recency consideration in CC
relation.

commits, and for each FIC in that commit window,
CC relation is considered along 2-time tracks. CC relation formed from the 1st commit up to the end of
considered commit window is considered as Origin
track as it considers time period from 1st commit. In
order to get the recently formed relations, which will
reflect recent relations, 14 th of origin distance previous
to the commit window’s last commit is considered as
Recent track. This is done from intuition to ensure the
importance of recency (Mori et al., 2015) which may
be related to the erroneous codes. Consideration of
1 th
4 of origin distance is done from following assumptions
• Recent month or year may have 0 commits.
Therefore rather than tracking through time, it is
best to use a suitable commit number.
• Related changes are mainly committed to together(Herzig and Zeller, 2013). So, any changes
related to error will be near to the erroneous commit.
• As software evolves, different functionalities are
added and the number of commits to maint=in
them may increase. Therefore, as the distance
from origin increases, the recent track will consider more commits.
Now, change coupling measures, as mentioned by
(D’Ambros et al., 2009), are collected from these
tracks for each class in FICs within the commit window. These are Number of Coupled Class (NOCC),
Sum of Coupling (SOC), Exponentially Weighted
Sum of Coupling (EWSOC) and Linearly Weighted
Sum of Coupling (LWSOC). These are briefly described below. Here, NOCC measures the number of
co-change occurrences that exceeds threshold n. SOC
takes into account the total magnitude of occurrence
in change coupling relationship. EWSOC and LWSOC take into account how apart change coupled relations are with respect to the considered time period.
496

Analyzed
Commits
4520

Lines of
Code
768858

After that, software complexity metrics are collected from repository states at the last commits by
moving commit window (e.g. 120, 220, 320 and so
on). These complexity metrics include (Chidamber
and Kemerer, 1994) Chidamber & Kemerer objectoriented metrics. These are Weighted Method Count
(WMC), Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT), Response
For Class (RFC), Number Of Children (NOC), Coupling Between Objects (CBO) and Lack of Cohesion in Methods (LCOM). Besides it also includes
some other object-oriented metrics which are Number
Of Attributes (NOA), Number Of Methods (NOM),
FANIN and FANOUT.
Change coupling and object-oriented metrics are
collected or each of 100 commits. After that correlation and linear regression analysis are performed. Observing p and R square value, their relation and ability to predict and explain the number of actual fixinducing changes of a class within the commit window period are analyzed. From those data, the importance of recent data about changed coupled relation
can be understood.

3

EXPERIMENTATION

This experiment is carried out in Ubuntu 14.04 operating system with 8GB memory and Intel Core” i34130 CPU @ 3.40GHz × 4 processor. For performing this experiment, firstly, some popular Java repositories are searched and among them, 1 java repository is currently analyzed. The details of the selected
repository are shown in Table 1.
In Guava repository, mostly Google developers maintain an open-source set of libraries. This
project provides extensions to existing Java collections frameworks and other features like hashing,
graph, range objects, and many others. This repository contains commits from June 2009 to the last commit found to be updated in August 2018.
In this repository, the experiment is carried out
methodologically. Firstly, the fixing changes are
found in the source repository by searching commit
comments with keywords. After that, Diffj (Diffj,
2018) is used to identify changes between FC and its
immediate parent commit while ignoring format and
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Here, the correlation between coupling measures and
errors introduced into the system, i.e. FICs within the
commit range, is analyzed. From this analysis, following questions can be addressed.

with respect to considered class) used for the computation of change couplings metrics. After that plotting
the points on the graph, these are connected to understand their behavior.
In Figure 3a, Spearman correlation between
change coupling and object-oriented metrics of class
total FICs found in the commit window period are
shown. All metrics are represented with their name,
except recent track metrics are named with a prefix
”r ”. The correlation analysis of object-oriented metrics gives a vague idea whereas recent track shows
moderate relation during early phase or around 14-15
co-change occurrences of a class with other classes.
In Figure 3b, Spearman correlation between recent and origin track coupling measures with total
FICs in the commit window period are shown. The
correlation analysis of origin track gives the idea
that change prone classes have more correlation with
FICs. Since, those classes co-changing in a huge
amount like 14-15 may not be present in recent track,
so recent track badly correlates with FICs after 1415 co-change occurrence of a class. However, in the
early phase of co-change occurrences of a class, i.e.
1-15 recent track shows that those have more relation
with errors.
Now, with respect to question 1, it can be said
there is a correlation between FIC of a period with
its change coupling measures. Although, it may appear moderate or weak for various reasons like Guava
being a library project, considering the number of errors within commit window of 100 for prediction or
the analyzed history of guava is short (i.e 4520 commits). So, it needs further analysis by changing the
number of commits and exploring different projects.
And for question 2, recent track coupling measures
show a moderate correlation in cases where a class
co-changed small number of times but weak correlation with respect to change prone classes which cochanged more than 15 changes in guava repository.
This means that change prone classes like those which
changed more than 15 times have been are very unlikely to produce bugs due to its co-changing relations. This indicates that newly formed relations with
smaller co-change occurrences are mainly responsible
for bugs.

1. Is there any correlation between FICs and change
coupling measures?

4.2 Linear Regression Analysis

white space changes. The modified and changed lines
are tracked to their last modification known as FICs
using Git blame command. The number of FCs and
FICs found in the repository are shown in table 2
Table 2: Total Fix-Inducing Commits and Fixing Commits
of each repository.

Repository
Name
Google
Guava

Fixing
Commits
597

Fix-Inducing
Commits
486

After finding FICs, these are sorted according to
their commit distance from the 1st commit of the
repository. Then with a sliding window of 100 commits, commit history is traversed and coupling measures are collected from 2 track and object-oriented
metrics from repository state at the last commit in
sliding commit window. Then for each of these measures, the number of errors/FIC of a particular class
found within the commit window is analyzed.

4

RESULT ANALYSIS

The data collected from the experiment is used to perform correlation and linear regression analysis. To
find the relationship of change coupling measures
and object-oriented metrics with the number of fixinducing changes within the commit window, correlation analysis is done. It is observed that recent change coupling measures are more correlated
to errors where co-change occurrences are small but
poorly co-related where the number of co-change occurrences is large. Besides recent co-change metrics
are more explanatory in predicting the number of future bugs rather than the co-change from the origin.

4.1

Correlation Analysis

2. Is there any difference between considering
change coupling measures for the recent time period to that from the 1st commit?
To answer those questions Spearman correlation
analysis is performed. In Figure 3, Spearman correlation is indicated on the y-axis and x-axis represents
the threshold (i.e. n to get those n coupled classes

After finding correlation between number of FICs
with change coupling metrics, here, two questions are
addressed. These are
1. Does use of change coupling increase explanatory
power for predicting FICs or erroneous changes
based on software metrics?
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Figure 4: Linear Regression analysis for Guava Repository.

(a) Spearman correlation analysis between recent track
coupling measures and metrics

(b) Spearman correlation analysis between recent track and
origin coupling measures
Figure 3: Spearman Correlation analysis showing a correlation between recent, origin track change coupling measures
and metrics with FIC.

2. Does use of recent track change coupling measures improve the model further?
For this, linear regression models are made. Here
the independent variables are change coupling measures in origin and recent track and the object498

oriented software metrics as described in the methodology section. The dependent variable is the number of errors or FICs found within the commit window considered. In Figure 4, the obtained results
of regression analysis are described. Here, the xaxis represents the threshold (i.e. n in Figure 4 to
get the change coupling measures as considered by in
D’Ambros et al proposed change couple metrics ) and
the y-axis represents the R2 found in regression analysis. After that plotted points are connected. In Figure 4, all means every metrics and change coupling
measures are considered. CC represents only change
coupled relations, CCAR means change coupled measures with recent and origin both track, CCOR means
only recent change coupled measures and Metrics
means the considered object-oriented metrics. In regression analysis, p-values help to determine whether
the observed relationships also exist in the larger population. All p values for the regression models, for
predicting errors when the number of co-change occurrences is from 1 to 30, are found significant i.e. p
< 0.01. In case of independent variables, all 4 change
couple metrics proposed by (D’Ambros et al., 2009)
are found significant in all cases p < 0.01. In case of
recent track, most of them are found significant in all
cases with an exception in a small number of cases.
Based on R2 from Figure 4, which explains the
variability of the response data around the mean of
regression line, it can be said that recent change coupling measures improve the explanatory power of
existing models with object-oriented metrics. This
answers question 1. Question 2 is also answered
from the analysis it is clear that recent information
of change coupled relations can further improve the
explanatory power of prediction model for predicting
future FICs. It is also noticed here that R2 is very
small, this may be either due to the project’s nature or
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that of considered FICs within commit window of 100
commits. This requires further analysis by changing
the size of the commit window and investigating other
projects.

5

THREATS TO VALIDITY

The construct validity of the work is threatened by
the following facts. Firstly, only commit messages
are searched for fix-inducing changes without linking
it with the bug repository. Linking with bug repository has a problem when bug ids are not found in
commit messages. Therefore it might not fairly represent all bugs (Bird et al., 2009). Besides, the main
objective of this study is to analyze, in the evolution
of software, the relation between CC classes with errors at FIC. Secondly, varying commit behavior like
changing multiple classes not related to fix in an FC
might lead to wrong FICs. This is mitigated by considering a large dataset. This will be done in the future with repositories containing more FIC commits.
Thirdly, all fixes are taken into account but these all
may not represent corrective maintenance (Antoniol
et al., 2008). However, in the considered project, only
bug fixes are found by going through 10 random FCs.
It is found that those FCs are indeed intended for corrective maintenance.
Although this study considered only Java classes.
The main reason behind this limitation is Diffj which
finds the modified and deleted lines between two versions of a file. In order to make it language independent, ANTLR grammars may be used but those
are not as efficient as abstract syntax tree made for
each language. So, the future extension may contain
an elaborate analysis of different types of files and
projects. Further, evolution will be analyzed with respect to different confidence level will be considered
to get more insight.

6

RELATED WORKS

Although a considerable number of works are visible
in both the fields of CC and Bug/Error, works combining those two are rare. All of those tried to address
different issues with problems of a particular field.
Among these works, some of the worth mentioning
works are mentioned below.
To analyze the importance of change coupling, it
is found that structural dependencies are not enough
to explain the evolvability of Java software (Geipel
and Schweitzer, 2012). In the evolution of the
software system, historical data about co-changing

classes can be used like ROSE (Zimmermann et al.,
2005) prototype to predict further changes. Further,
the Bayesian network can be used for change prediction(Zhou et al., 2008). Based on how changes are
done in the source code....., these can be classified
according to tree edit operations in AST (Fluri and
Gall, ). By taking into account inheritance, polymorphism, and dynamic binding, there is an operational
definition of dynamic coupling measures (Arisholm
et al., 2004). Continuous co-changes may indicate
flawed design or rigid coding. To validate this claim,
it is found that frequently changing software parts or
change couplings may be candidates for refactoring
(Ratzinger et al., 2005).
By using commit comments in the source repositories, fixing changes and fix-inducing changes are
identified by (Sliwerski et al., 2005). However, due
to considering format change and comments, it increases the number of false fix-inducing changes
which is later on addressed by (Kim et al., 2006).
Information from fixing change and fix introducing changes in version control commits and changed
codes can be used for bug prediction (Nucci et al.,
2018) (Shivaji et al., 2013), localization (Wen et al.,
2016) as well as to to identify affected parts (Misirli
et al., 2016). Further, to analyze whether any
change can be predicted to introduce a bug, (Aversano et al., 2007) used software changes as elements
of n-dimensional space. Similar work is done by
(Shivaji et al., 2013) by reducing the number of features. Besides, fixing any erroneous change may not
fix the bug, to address this issue, research of (Yin
et al., 2011) provided useful guidelines. To investigate the characteristics of change types in bug fixing
code, (Zhao et al., 2017) classified the change types
into 5 categories.
The relationship between change coupling and
software defect is first brought up by (D’Ambros
et al., 2009). It showed that frequently changing
software artifacts has a strong correlation with software bugs. For finding the relationship, this considered total bugs of a class in bug repository with collected metrics from repositories considering all transactions. Recently, similar work is performed and it
is found that there is a positive correlation between
change coupling and defect measures (Kirbas et al.,
2017). However all of these considered bugs from
bug repositories. All of these motivated this work to
look at the evolutionary relationship between change
coupling and FICs and to find their relationship.
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7

CONCLUSIONS

This paper tries to find out whether or not change
coupling has a relationship with the origin of bugs
known as fix-inducing changes from source repositories rather than considering bugs from bug repositories like (D’Ambros et al., 2009). For this, change
coupling measures and FICs are collected from the
source repository of Google Guava. This is done by
considering a commit window of 100 commits and
traversing the history using the version control system git. To analyze their relationship, both correlation
and regression analysis is performed. It is seen from
the obtained results that recent change coupling measures are more correlated with errors rather than considering total relation. By considering the explanatory power for predicting erroneous changes within
the commit window, the use of recent change coupling measures seemed to improve the model as it represents the recent interactions.
The main achievement of this work is to consider
the relationship between FICs a software defect with
change coupling measures. This analysis is based
on Google Guava repository and by considering FICs
within 100 commits of the commit window, so the
obtained results seem to show moderate and weaker
relation. To address this issue more repositories will
be explored and commit window of different size will
be taken in the future to strengthen the claim. Recently, from analysis, it is observed that total fixinducing changes obtained from all commits under
observation correlates strongly with the change coupling measures used in this study.
Various works are possible from the relationship
between change coupling and fix-inducing changes.
These may include prediction, automatic bug fixing,
analyzing change impact and others. However, in future works focus will be given on finding how this relationship is influenced by considering different confidence level and size of commits. Besides, this work is
based on java projects and in future projects of other
programming languages will be analyzed to find the
actual difference.
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